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Abstract
The phenomenon of paid news has always been a matter of concern
GKVJGTKPVJGHQTOQHŎCFXGTVKUGOGPVUFKUIWKUGFCUPGYUŏQTŎRWDNKEKV[
OCVGTKCN FKUIWKUGF CU PGYUŏ $WV VJG TGEGPV GOGTIGPEG QH C NCTIG
number of paid news cases during the General Elections of 2009 in
India highlighted the alarming level that this practice has reached. The
present study attempts to look at the phenomenon in a comprehensive
manner by discussing its various aspects and possible solutions with
VJGGZRGTVUDGNQPIKPIVQFKHHGTGPVſGNFU+PFGRVJKPVGTXKGYOGVJQFJCU
been used to collect data by administering an open-ended questionnaire
VQ GKIJV GZRGTVU HTQO VJG ſGNF QH OGFKC NCY CPF RQNKVKEU 6JG UVWF[
concluded that this malpractice can be checked by making of a stricter
and comprehensive law by the policy makers along with a self-regulation
KPVJGHQTOQHRTCEVKEKPIGVJKEUD[RTQHGUUKQPCNUKPXQNXGFKPVJGſGNFQH
media and politics as well.
Keywords: Paid news, advertisements, media, self-regulation, General
Elections 2009

Introduction
/GFKCFWGVQKVUKPJGTGPVPCVWTGQHTGCEJCPFKPƀWGPEGQPOCUUGURNC[UCXKVCN
TQNGKPVJGEQWPVT[ŏURQNKVKECNGEQPQOKEUQEKCNCPFEWNVWTCNUGVWRCPFKUEQPUKFGTGFCU
an important vehicle of communication to carry information to the people. It not only acts
CUCTGRQUKVQT[QHRWDNKEVTWUVDWVCNUQRNC[UCUKIPKſECPVTQNGKPUJCRKPIVJGJWOCPOKPF
#NNHQTOUQHRTQITCOOGUCTVKENGUJCXGVJGKTUKIPKſECPEGKPFQKPIUQRCTVKEWNCTN[ő0GYUŒ
YJKEJCKOUCVRTQXKFKPIEQTTGEVCPFVKOGN[KPHQTOCVKQPVQVJGRGQRNGő0GYUŒCEEQTFKPI
to Press Council of India (PCI), is meant to be factual, neutral, fair and objective, whereas
KPHQTOCVKQP CPF QRKPKQP HTQO ő#FXGTVKUGOGPVUŒ CTG RCKF HQT D[ EQTRQTCVG GPVKVKGU
Governments, organizations or individuals.
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However, off late a dangerous trend of presenting the paid information as news
content has spread at remarkable pace in some section of the Media. The Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting, in this regard, has stated that there have been a number
of media reports that sections of the electronic and print media have received monetary
considerations for publishing or broadcasting in favor of particular individuals or
QTICPK\CVKQPUQTEQTRQTCVGGPVKVKGUYJCVKUGUUGPVKCNN[őCFXGTVKUGOGPVŒFKUIWKUGFCUőPGYUŒ
CPFVJKUJCUDGGPEQOOQPN[TGHGTTGFVQCUVJGő2CKF0GYU5[PFTQOGŒ

Paid News: A Legal and Ethical Fraud
6JG VTGPF QH RTGUGPVKPI VJG CFXGTVKUKPI EQPVGPV VJCV KU RCKF HQT CU ő0GYUŒ KU
a serious and damaging fraud on the innocent audiences/readers/viewers/public. It not
QPN[WPFGTOKPGUVJTGCVGPUVJGFGOQETCVKERTQEGUUDWVCNUQCHHGEVUſPCPEKCNUVQEMTGCNGUVCVG
market, health, industry and is also a tax fraud. As per the report by Sub-Committee of
Parliament (May 2013) states, the SEBI started looking as to whether TV Anchors are
KPƀWGPEKPIVJG5VQEM/CTMGVYKVJVJGKTEQXGTCIG5QVJGTGKUCOQXGD[5'$+YJKEJKU
CFFTGUUKPIVJGſPCPEKCNUKFGQHVJGRTQDNGOYJKEJYGCTGCNUQGPFQTUKPI#NNUKIPKſECPV
companies are part of the Stock Market. However, according to the News Broadcasters
Association it is just a question of ethics. According to Shri Paranjoy GuhaThakurta,
HQTOGT2%+/GODGTYJGPVJGCFXGTVKUGOGPVUCTGECOQWƀCIGFCUPGYUQTYJGPPGYUKU
UJQYPRWDNKUJGFD[UGNNKPIGFKVQTKCNURCEGKVDGEQOGUXGT[FKHſEWNVHQTVJGXKGYGTTGCFGT
to distinguish between news and advertorials/advertisements. It becomes hard to distinguish
whether a particular programme or review is a legitimate one or is it paid for. Even if paid
content has been labelled as advertisements it is done in a very small font and that too with
VJGCDDTGXKCVKQPő#FXVŒKPUQOGEQTPGT
This malpractice has become widespread and now cuts across newspapers and
television channels, small and large, in different languages and located in various parts
QH VJG EQWPVT[ 9JCV KU YQTUG VJGUG KNNGICN QRGTCVKQPU JCXG DGEQOG őQTICPK\GFŒ CPF
KPXQNXGCFXGTVKUKPICIGPEKGUCPFRWDNKETGNCVKQPUſTOUDGUKFGULQWTPCNKUVUOCPCIGTUCPF
owners of media companies. The phenomenon has developed over the years and it reached
its peak in the last elections. The main reason for the paid news is that media is now
being controlled by the owners. About 20 or 30 years back, the institutions of Editor
and Publisher, that means the owner, were different. Owners were not the editors and
editors were not the owners. This emerged out of the freedom movement. The forwardlooking businessmen established newspapers and newspapers were either pro-Government
or anti- Government and continued the same way for a couple of decades and then started
deteriorating. It started deteriorating when media became powerful. Everybody realized
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that media is the only source of reaching to the people and the credibility of media was very
high. This is the background in which the candidates who were contesting the elections
TGCNK\GFVJCVKPƀWGPEKPIOGFKCD[QPGYC[QTVJGQVJGTYQWNFRC[OWEJOQTGVJCPRC[KPI
to other sources like advertisements, publicity, etc. .That is how the paid news phenomenon
developed.”

‘Election’ and ‘Non-Election’ Paid News
There have been reported nexus between media professionals, corporate lobbyists,
RQNKVKEKCPUGVECPFVJGECUGUő2CKF0GYU” in the media, most cited instances in various
reports of PCI and Election Commission of India are 2009 General elections; Assembly
elections of Maharashtra, Haryana, Andhra Pradesh, Punjab, Bihar, Gujrat etc. The most
recent being Lok Sabha Elections 2014; where, as per The Hindu, around 700 cases of
paid news have been reported. Cases have been reported wherein identical articles with
photographs and headlines have appeared in competing publications carrying bylines of
different authors or sometimes even without bylines, around the same time. On the same
RCIGQHURGEKſEPGYURCRGTUCTVKENGUJCXGDGGPRTKPVGFFWTKPIGNGEVKQPURTQLGEVKPITKXCN
candidates, both as winning candidates! Marketing executives use the services of journalists
ŌYKNNKPIN[QTQVJGTYKUGŌVQICKPCEEGUUVQRQNKVKECNRGTUQPCNKVKGU5QECNNGFőTCVGECTFUŒ
QTőRCEMCIGUŒCTGFKUVTKDWVGFVJCVQHVGPKPENWFGőTCVGUŒHQTRWDNKECVKQPQHőPGYUŒKVGOU
that not merely praise particular candidates but also criticize their political opponents.
%CPFKFCVGUYJQFQPQVIQCNQPIYKVJUWEJőGZVQTVKQPKUVŒRTCEVKEGUQPVJGRCTVQHOGFKC
organizations are denied coverage. Sections of the media in India have willy-nilly become
participants and players in such practices that contribute to the growing use of money
power in politics which undermines democratic processes and norms – while hypocritically
pretending to occupy a high moral ground.”
$WVő2CKF0GYUŒKUPQVLWUVCPGNGEVKQPVKOGRJGPQOGPQP#UTGICTFUDWUKPGUU
everybody wants to get his product popularized. But if he gives that in an advertisement,
people do not believe it. If it is presented as news/as an editorial/ as a talk, people start
DGNKGXKPIKV0QPGNGEVKQPVTCPUCEVKQPUCTGOQTGGXGT[FC[CPFRTQNKſE6JGNCWPEJKPICPF
marketing of new products happens around the year. Paid News in the media often works
VJGUGKPVQőRCEMCIGUŒ%QORCP[:KUUGVVQNCWPEJCPGYECT(TQOFC[UKPCFXCPEGőOQQF
RKGEGUŒQTőEQNQTRKGEGUŒQPVJGXGJKENGDGIKPVQCRRGCTWPFGTVJGD[NKPGUQHTGIWNCT
DQPCſFGLQWTPCNKUVUCPFRJQVQITCRJGTU#TQWPFVJGVKOGQHVJGNCWPEJVJGECTRQRUWR
seemingly by coincidence, during the news bulletins of a channel or on the news pages of
a major daily. However, there can be seen many forms, facets and manifestations of Paid
0GYU #EEQTFKPI VQ 2TGUU %QWPEKN QH +PFKC 2%+  ő2CKF 0GYUŒ JCU CESWKTGF FKHHGTGPV
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forms over last six decades from accepting gift on various occasions, foreign and domestic
URQPUQTGFVTCXGNUDGUKFGUDGPGſVUCPFRC[OGPVQHOQPG[+PCFFKVKQPHGYUVCMGJQNFGTU
have cited examples of award ceremonies being sponsored by some media houses wherein
industrialists/professionals/personalities, who are the sponsors/regular advertisers for their
media houses, are awarded and this is a regular news phenomenon.
Rural Affairs Editor, The Hindu Mr. P. Sainath writes in one of his articles on
2CKF0GYUVJCVVJGLQWTPCNKUVUCPFRJQVQITCRJGTUOGTGN[FQYJCVVJG[ŏTGVQNFUQOGVKOGU
YKNNKPIN[ QHVGP PQV  6JG ő2CKF 0GYUŒ UECPFCN QH  DWTUV QWV KPVQ VJG QRGP KP RCTV
because several journalists working within such media, disgusted at the debasement of their
role, acted as whistle- blowers. There are however, also willingparticipants amongst some
UGEVKQPUQHLQWTPCNKUVU1HVGPVJGUGCTGXGT[JKIJRTQſNGJKIJTCPMKPIQPGUYJQOC[PQV
GXGPJCXGRCWUGFVQEQPUKFGTVJGPCVWTGQHVJGCEVKXKV[VJG[ŏTGWPFGTVCMKPI
6JWU ő2CKF 0GYUŒ KU PQV C TGEGPVN[ FKUEQXGTGF RJGPQOGPQP +P HCEV KV KU QNF
complex and deep rooted in the system and is spreading its cancerous roots rapidly. It is
not about corruption of individual rogue journalists but it is a complex, highly-structured
trade involving the media, corporations and sometimes dominant sections of the media of
the political class and there is not a single major state in the country without such instances.
This menace surfaced prominently after 2009 General elections and increasing day by
day.Out of the many forms of paid news that keep emerging time to time, the practice
is at its most visible and crude form during the elections. Even after various actions
taken by Election Commission, the practice continues even at more pace. Thus, it has
become important to examine how the media is making fool of its readers/viewers/listeners
D[RNC[KPICEQOOGTEKCNICOGQPVJGUVCMGQHFGOQETCVKERTQEGUUDGKPIJGNFGXGT[ſXG
years in the country. Such an analysis may also reveal some ground realities of how the
guidelines of Press Commission and Election Commission have been put on stake by big
media houses and about how the power of corporate media owners- journalists-politicians
is controlling the whole process of news –from reporting to presentation and discussion etc.
in its favor.

Rationale of the Study
Media has been considered as the fourth pillar of democracy. Keeping in mind its
power and reach to affect public opinion, the factors like objectivity, fairness, accuracy ,
balance and public interest take an important place in its content as well as presentation.
But various cases of paid news in the recent 8-10 years have put a big question mark on the
OGFKCŏUCIGQNFETGFKDKNKV[#RCTVHTQOKVUNGICNCPFGVJKECNCURGEVUVJGRJGPQOGPQPCNUQ
involves its effect on the audience/readers/viewers.
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Thus, it becomes important to study this phenomenon so that the real picture behind
the shining big successful leading media houses comes out. Also, it is important for the
EQOOQPOCPCUYGNNVQWPFGTUVCPFVJGőCFXGTVKUGOGPVUŒFKUIWKUGFCUőPGYUŒKPKVUXCTKQWU
forms that he watches/reads every day. Since it involves various institutions like Press
Council of India, Election Commission of India, judiciary and politicians as well, the
study can provide a relevant context of understanding their functions, role, power and any
changes, if required.

Objectives of the Study
The following are the objectives of the proposed study1. 6QUVWF[VJGXCTKQWUNGICNCPFGVJKECNCURGEVUQHőRCKFPGYUŒ
2. To explore various forms of paid news existing in contemporary media practices
3. To analyze the fairness of news and analysis in Indian media content at the
time of general elections
4. 6QſPFQWVXCTKQWUYC[UVQEJGEMUWEJRTCEVKEGU

Methodology
Since the aim of the present study is to explore various aspects associated with the
phenomenon of paid news, exploratory research design has been adopted. The practice of
paid news involves various stakeholders from media, law, stock market and politics and
GXGT[ECUGVJCVKUTGIKUVGTGFKPXQNXGURGQRNGHTQOCVNGCUVVYQQHVJGUGſGNFU5QVJGUVWF[
UGGMUVQIGVVJGQRKPKQPUCPFXKGYUQHGZRGTVUHTQOFKXGTUGſGNFU/GFKC2QNKVKEUCPF.CY
This can be done by interviewing them face-to-face in detail about the phenomenon. The
method of In-depth interviewing was adopted which is a qualitative research technique that
involves conducting intensive individual interviews with a small number of respondents to
explore their perspectives on a particular idea, program, or situation.
An open-ended questionnaire containing 15 questions regarding paid news was
constructed and administered on eight respondents chosen through purposive sampling.
These include senior journalist Mr. Bishan Kumar, politician Dr. S.C. Vats, Academician
( Law) Prof. V. B Coutinho, Academician ( Media) Prof. ShashidharNanjundaiah, Lawyer
JyotikaKalra, Academician ( Law) Prof. M. Pinheiro , Academician ( Media) Dr. Anand
Pradhan , senior journalist Mr. Amish Devgun
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Data Analysis
During analysis of the views given by the respondents, different points regarding
legal, political, ethical and organizational aspects of paid news emerged. These are presented
along with subtitles indicating the questions asked-

&GſPKVKQPQH2CKF0GYU
2CKF PGYU ECP DG FGſPGF KP XCTKQWU YC[U 6JKU UVWF[ VCMGU WU VQ VJG HQNNQYKPI
DTQCFDCUGFFGſPKVKQPU
Ŗ News basically is perceived as something which could be of interest and
relevance to readers or viewers. When any vested interest comes into play, it
becomes paid news.
Ŗ Paid news is news which is not real, though it looks like real news. It carries
an element of exaggeration of facts.
Ŗ Paid news is the content for which payment has been made by an individual or
company/organization and which is being presented as news. It includes any
news or analysis appearing in any media, print or electronic, for a price in cash
or kind.
Ŗ Paid news is publishing or broadcasting of content by the journalist or the
media organization, in exchange of rewards or gains. It is a transaction for a
news trade which accrues monetary or material gains.
Ŗ Paid news is a favor given to a regular advertiser by the news organization in
the form of news coverage. It may also include non-publication or broadcast of
news reports on the request of the regular advertiser who is in crisis and feels
that the news coverage may be harmful to him. It does not matter whether the
publisher or broadcaster is doing it willingly or under pressure.
Ŗ Paid news is a process between a news organization and a third party which
HWNſNU VJGKT OWVWCN DGPGſVU 6JKU RCTV[ ECP DG RQNKVKECN DWUKPGUU QT GXGP
C EQORCP[ +H C VJKTF RCTV[ WUGU OGFKC VQ HWNſNN KVU QYP RWTRQUG UC[ HQT
GZRCPFKPIKVUDWUKPGUUQTKPETGCUKPIKVUKPƀWGPEGVJKURCTV[CPFVJGEQPEGTPGF
media are considered to have indulged in paid news.
Ŗ A news published by a news agency including newspaper or magazine or
broadcast by a radio or presented on the television, which is manipulated to
favor any political party, individual or corporation or any other entity; and
which is done as a result of consideration being paid to a correspondent or the
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concerned agency either in cash or in kind; such correspondent or the agency
shall be made punishable for committing an offence under the Indian Penal
Code and the maximum punishment shall be six or seven years of imprisonment
CPFſPGQH4UNCMJU
Ŗ By nature the paid news is the material which is supposed to be published
as advertising but gets space in the news columns. Most of the time it is
circumstantial because paid news is not invoiced.
Ŗ In paid news, opinions are guided by money or favours and not by sound
editorial policy. A journalist is free to form his/her opinion against a party or
in favour of a party which is guided by the larger social group, by the editorial
RQNKE[ QH VJG QTICPK\CVKQP QT D[ VJG LQWTPCNKUVŏU QYP UQEKCN EQPVTCEV HQT VJG
goodwill of the society. But this does not happen in paid news.
Ŗ Paid news is a business venture by PR agencies. It is a platform where you
can pay to get your news published. Here, the payment is being made for the
publication of news and not for an advertisement.
Ŗ Paid news is all about managing news. The politicians and the government
functionaries are involved in the job of managing news only.
Ŗ The practice of paid news aims at disguising the paid content as independent
CPFXGTKſGFEQPVGPVYJKEJIGPGTCNN[RTCKUGUVJGRC[GTQTFGHCOGUJKUJGTHQGU
in the form of news.
Ŗ Paid news is content for whose publishing or broadcasting payments have been
made by the client (an individual or an organization), as is done in case of
advertisements. However, that content is portrayed as news and readers or
consumers of such content are not told that its dissemination has been paid for.
In other words, monetary exchange takes place to present an advertisement as
news.
Ŗ 2CKFPGYUKURCEMCIGFLQWTPCNKUOYJKEJRQTVTC[UDQVJVJGRTQYGUUCPFƀCYU
of media. The prowess of media is depicted by its ability to shape up or alter
the public opinion and delineate the agenda for thought process of the public,
whereas the fact that media cares for nothing except for money establishes its
ƀCY
Ŗ Paid news is an unethical activity, where news is published not on the basis of its
merit but on other considerations by subverting the basic tenets of journalism.
Ŗ Paid news is a criminal activity. It involves cheating i.e. not telling the truth,
and needs to be covered under Section 420 IPC. Also, if paid news payment is
made for not telling the truth to the people, it turns out to be a double offence.
Vivekananda Journal of Research
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Paid news: whether ethically and legally wrong
The practice of paid news is considered ethically and legally wrong. News is
public interest and a deliberate distortion for any vested interest is against the journalistic
ethics. Since it involves unfair practices and cheating on the people, and also obstructs the
conduct of fair elections, it is against the established law of the country.

Ethical Aspect of Paid News
News is not a commodity with a price tag attached. It is not given in exchange
of something or in lieu of monetary or other gains. Journalists are supposed to give news
YKVJQWVDGKPIKPƀWGPEGFD[CP[RGTUQPCP[VJKPIVJCVKUVJTQYPCVVJGOUQCUVQKORCEV
QTKPƀWGPEGVJGKTFGEKUKQPOCMKPIECRCEKV[KPRWVVKPIQTFKURNC[KPIPGYUKUOQTCNN[PQV
acceptable.
The mixing of news and opinion, and also the expression of biased opinion is also
covered under the broad spectrum of paid news. Even if the news is not paid, a journalist
cannot have an opinionated news piece in favor of or against any political party on his
own bias. This is completely unethical. No doubt, a journalist reserves the right to have
an opinion, but even for that he/she has to investigate and come out with a piece based on
ground reality.

Reasons behind paid news
There has been a constant decline in media ethics. It all started post 1990s when
people started looking for information of their daily needs in newspapers in the wake of
growing consumerism. Opportunist media groups like The times of India grabbed this
QRRQTVWPKV[ CPF UVCTVGF VCMKPI OQPGVCT[ DGPGſVU QRGPN[ HTQO TGPQYPGF EQORCPKGU CPF
individuals in lieu of publishing their product information.
In this commercial era, the main reason behind the practice of paid news is
VJG ŎUWUVGPCPEGŏ HCEVQT (QT C DGVVGT WPFGTUVCPFKPI QH VJG KUUWG LQWTPCNKUVU CPF OGFKC
organizations should be treated as two entities. Journalists work in employment of some
organization, and their indulgence in paid news for their own self is treated as unethical.
On the other hand, media organizations have to take care of their commerce since they are
KPVJGŎDWUKPGUUQHEQPVGPVCPFCFXGTVKUKPIŏ$WVVQQOWEJKPUKUVGPEGQPEQOOGTEGVTCRU
news organizations into paid news.
Journalism is no longer a social service; it is a business. The private media
QTICPK\CVKQPUJCXGVQOCMGUWTGVJCVVJG[JCXGUWHſEKGPVHWPFUVQTWPVJGDWUKPGUU5OCNN
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OGFKC JQWUGU DGECWUG QH ſPCPEKCN ETWPEJ CTG OQTG RTQPG QH IGVVKPI KPXQNXGF KPVQ RCKF
news, though some big houses are no exception.

Legal Aspect of paid news
The practice of paid news is legally wrong in two ways.

Misleading the people
2TCEVKEKPI RCKF PGYU KU ŎEJGCVKPIŏ CU PGYU KU RWDNKE KPVGTGUV /GFKC EJGCVU VJG
EKVK\GPU VJTQWIJ UWEJ OCNRTCEVKEGU VQ RTQXKFG DGPGſV VQ KVU UVCMGJQNFGTU )KXKPI YTQPI
information to people is dangerous and also illegal as it could do substantial harm to the
society.
Media plays an important role in the formation of public opinion. This opinion is
wrongly formed when the media does not give complete information about the policies of
VJGRQNKVKECNRCTVKGUQTVTCEMTGEQTFUQHVJGECPFKFCVGUſIJVKPIVJGGNGEVKQPU6JKUECPTGUWNV
KPVJGHQTOCVKQPQHCPKPGHſEKGPVIQXGTPOGPV
There is also another bias. Sometime, media denies coverage, or blacks out on air
coverage of those candidates who cannot afford to pay for such wide scale propagation.
6JKUKUXKQNCVKQPQHVJGEKVK\GPUŏTKIJVVQIGVKPHQTOCVKQP6JGPVJGKPHQTOCVKQPRTQXKFGF
has to be true, but even this is not certain. It is a breach of trust of the people.

Unaccounted transactions
Most of the time, transactions involved in paid news are not shown in black and
white. If money is accepted under the table and no record of payment is maintained, it
is illegal. The practice of paid news generates black money as it also avoids tax. This
is certainly criminal. Both the parties – one who is making the payment and the other
who is receiving it, are violating laws particularly provisions of the Income Tax Act and
Representation of Peoples Act.

Major factors responsible for paid news
There is variety of reasons for the practice of paid news. The major factors follow.
-
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Decline in standards of journalism: The erosion in ethical standards and
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important units of the society, have failed in imparting values.
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-

The prevalence of corruption in all walks of life has made an adverse impact.
This corruption has engulfed the media sector as well, thereby promoting paid
news.

-

The moral code of conduct and the guidelines given to journalists play an
important role in this profession. So, the Press Council of India needs to
relook at its guidelines.

-

Pressure exerted by the government: The government is the biggest advertiser
CPFKPƀWGPEGUVJGOGFKCEQPVGPVYKVJVJKURQYGTKPJCPF+HCPGYURCRGTQT
a media house is favoring the government or suppressing facts in return of
government advertisements, it is clearly the paid news.



6JG IQXGTPOGPV HWPEVKQPCTKGU KPFWNIG KP ŎOCPCIKPIŏ PGYU KP OGFKC GXGP
without paying for it. The party in power always exerts pressure which is
FKHſEWNVVQTGUKUVD[VJGOGFKC6JWURCKFPGYUKUPQVLWUVCDQWVOQPGVCT[
aspect. It also involves pressure tactics.

-

Greed of individual journalists:The temptation of journalists and media persons
KUCOCLQTHCEVQTTGURQPUKDNGHQTVJGRTCEVKEGQHRCKFPGYU6JGŎITGGFŏHCEVQT
can be explained at three levels- personal greed, greed of media owners and
greed of journalists. The journalists covering government ministries develop
closeness with ministers at personal level and get favors. Though the percentage
of journalists involved in paid news is very low.



%QTRQTCVG KPƀWGPEG QP OGFKC The journalist and other people in media
organizations have close relationship with the corporate sector. This factor of
RTQZKOKV[DGVYGGPOGFKCCPFKPƀWGPVKCNRGQRNGCHHGEVURTQHGUUKQPCNUVCPFCTFU
6JGTGKUCPGXKFGPVPGZWUDGVYGGPVJGőJKIJGTCWVJQTKVKGUŒQHOGFKCCPFVJGKT
őENKGPVŒ

-

The corporate sector pressurizes media for the publication of many such news
items which are actually carrying advertising content, since they understand
that news has more credibility than advertisement.

-

Changing ownership patterns in media: The ownership pattern of media houses
is changing fast.Big corporate houses with vested interests, people who have
EQCNOKPGUCPFQKNſGNFUJCXGDGEQOGQYPGTUQHPGYURCRGTUCPF68EJCPPGNU
People who have chit fund companies are owners of few news channels. All
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MKPFU QH RGQRNG CTG QRGPKPI OGFKC JQWUGU CPF CTG KPƀWGPEKPI VJG GFKVQTKCN
content.
-

The institution of editor has weakened over the years, and proprietors are
gradually taking over as editor-in chief. This changed ownership pattern in
media has resulted in compromising with ethics.



2TGUUWTGQHOCZKOK\KPIRTQſVU With the increasing entrants in the competition,
VJGRTQſVUQHOGFKCCTGIGVVKPIFKXKFGF+PUWEJCUKVWCVKQPVJGQPN[YC[QH
UWTXKXKPIHQTCPGYUQTICPK\CVKQPKUIGVVKPIŎG[GDCNNUŏ 6424CVKPI CPFOQPG[
on the basis of it. This is the point where news channels face a demand from
VJGCFXGTVKUGTUCPFVJGQPN[VJKPICPGYUEJCPPGNECPIKXGVJGOKUőPGYUŒ

-

Corporatization of media has resulted in increased hunger for money. The
media organization puts utmost emphasis on increasing revenue generation and
OCZKOK\KPIRTQſVU

-

Absence of regulation in media:.CEMQHRTQRGTFGſPKVKQPQHRCKFPGYUJCU
further complicated the issue. The corporate sector has monopolized due to
absence of media regulations, and so the practice of paid news is on rise. This
emphasizes on the need of a comprehensive law on paid news.

Distinction between political news and page 3 news
Whether there is a distinction between political news and Page 3 news, and
whether such a distinction matters while looking at the practice of paid news. The issue is
contentious, and opinions differ.

Distinction immaterial, payment unacceptable
The nature of news does not matter if it is paid. Getting paid for news means breach
of principles and trust on that medium. Thus, paying for news is wrong irrespective of the
page on which it is published.
Whether it is political news or non-political one, say entertainment, the newspaper
VJTQWIJ KVU EQNWOPU KU DCUKECNN[ KPƀWGPEKPI VJG RWDNKE QRKPKQP +H KV KU JCRRGPKPI HQT
exchange of money, that public opinion is not fair.
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Nothing wrong in distinction, payment right for page 3
There is nothing wrong in differentiating between Page 3 news and political news.
2CIGTGNCVGUVQRWDNKUJKPIQHQPGŏURJQVQITCRJUQTRTQOQVKQPQHſNOYJKEJKURCKFHQT
This content does not make any difference in society, as the political news does.
Giving right news and paying for it may not be wrong but giving wrong news and
paying for it is wrong. Thus, the newspaper is paying to print wrong news, to mislead and
cheat the audience.

Distinction non-issue, most news paid irrespective of page
The distinction between political news and Page 3 news becomes non issue when
OQUVQHVJGPGYUKURCKFHQT6JGUGFC[UPGYUKUCOGFKWOQHUGNHINQTKſECVKQPQHEQOKPI
into focus and getting popularity.
0QYCFC[UVJGYJQNGUWRRNGOGPVJCUDGEQOG2CIG5QVJGŎPQVVGNNKPIŏCURGEV
QHRCKFPGYUDGEQOGUOQTGKORQTVCPVVJCPVGNNKPIVJCVKVKUŎRCKFŏ
Despite contrary viewpoints on the issue of linking pages to paid news, the fact
remains that paid news is generally practiced in entertainment. But, the entry of paid news
in political arena is dangerous.
Paid news is a reality whether newspapers accept it or not. A suggestion assumes
UKIPKſECPEGKPVJKUNKIJVVJCVPGYURCRGTUJQWNFDGRWDNKUJGFKPCYC[VJCVCUGEVKQPQHKV
ECPDGOCFGŎRCKFHQTPGYUŏCPFVJGTGUVQHVJGPGYURCRGTTGOCKPUWPDKCUGFKPFGRGPFGPV
CPFTCVKQPCN6JKUECPJGNRPGYURCRGTUVQEQXGTWRVJGKTſPCPEKCNPGGFUCPFUKOWNVCPGQWUN[
RTQXKFGCIGPGTCNKPFGRGPFGPVCPFTCVKQPCNKFGCHQTDGPGſVQHTGCFGTU

9JGVJGTDWUKPGUURNCPVJCVOQPGVK\GUTGCEJQHOGFKCJQWUGULWUVKſGFQTPQV
# ŎDWUKPGUU RNCPŏ KU C RNCP VJCV VGNNU JQY VJG QTICPK\CVKQP KU IQKPI VQ OCMG KVU
business- how much content is paid and how much unpaid. The media house can also
decide to publish the PR content (content which are not editorially acceptable) under
őCFXGTVQTKCNUŒ#PCFXGTVQTKCNKUUQOGVJKPIVJCVJCUDGGPRCUUGFVJTQWIJVJGGFKVQTDWVKVKU
company news (news promoted by the company). PR companies may put pressure on the
editors for not using this term, but that is the only way out to accommodate PR content in
news content. Any PR content has to be editorially acceptable.
Now, the question arises whether media houses can have a business plan that
monetizes their reach? Is there something wrong if such a business plan is made? Opinions
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are divided on this issue.

Having a business plan that monetizes media reach is JUSTIFIED
Such a business plan is acceptable since media houses have to take care of their
sustenance. But, making and execution of a business plan that monetizes the reach of a
OGFKCJQWUGKUEQPUKFGTGFLWUVKſGFYKVJVJGHQNNQYKPIEQPFKVKQPUCVVCEJGF
NO violation of law:Monetizing media reach is acceptable until it violates law. So,
existing laws of the country should not be violated.
YES to advertising content: There is nothing wrong in a business plan if increased
reach can bring the media house more advertisements and sponsored pages.
NO to news content:News should not be part of a business plan.News columns
cannot be included in this plan as they have certain sanctity and trust in the minds of people.
If news in any case is being covered, the readers need to be told that the news reports that
they have received are paid.
There should be no cheating. The readers have to be informed in any case.
NO ethical violation:Making business plan is not wrong but what matters is how
ethically it is followed. A business plan has to be made and executed in a transparent
manner. The contents which are part of the business plan should be presented with a
disclaimer, or by using different font or format.
+VKUVJGŎVTWUVŏQHVJGRGQRNGVJCVJCUIKXGPTGCEJVQOGFKCYJKEJKPVWTPIKXGU
money (mainly in the form of advertising revenue). Any manipulation of this will break
the trust.

Having a business plan that monetizes media reach is NOT JUSTIFIED
/CJCVOC)CPFJKJCUUCKFŌőGPFUOWUVLWUVKH[VJGOGCPUŒ#PFVJGGPFJGTGOWUV
be educating the people and not money. So, a business plan that monetizes the media reach
is not acceptable.
+V KU OGFKCŏU ITGGF HQT OCMKPI OQPG[ VJCV VJG[ IKXG CTIWOGPV KP UWRRQTV QH
OQPGVK\KPIVJGKTTGCEJ+VKUHQTVJKUITGGFQPN[VJCVVJGOGFKCJQWUGUKIPQTGRGQRNGŏUTKIJV
to get accurate news. The argument given in support of monetizing media reach does not
have sound legal base. The laws of the land do not encourage or suggest news tradeoffs
because it is a corrupt practice that invites punishment.
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6JGTGECPDGPQLWUVKſECVKQPHQTOQPGVK\KPIVJGOGFKCTGCEJCUVJKUCTIWOGPVKU
given by that corporate media which mocks the democratic role of journalism. Media
cannot be allowed to monetize on the national security and terror threats. Even if it has to
monetize, serious and hard issues cannot be compromised.

Impact of services like Medianet on the practice of paid news
Medianetis a service run by The Times of India for booking and publishing news
QPRC[OGPV+VKUCUCPGZCORNGQHUVTWEVWTCNEQORWNUKQPQHOGFKCYJKEJYQTMHQTRTQſV
Similar services have also been launched by The Hindustan Times and other newspapers
for booking and publishing paid news. There is an assumption that the problem of paid
news would not have reached such an alarming stage if services like Medianethad not been
CNNQYGF  6JG QRKPKQPU CTG FKXKFGF QP VJG LWUVKſCDKNKV[ QH VJKU MKPF QH UGTXKEGU CPF VJG
impact of such services on the problem of paid news. While some support Medianetkind of
services, others oppose them.
The whole issue has three stakeholders; media, readers and the government. So,
YJKNGOCMKPICPCUUGUUOGPVQPVJGKORCEVVJGKPXQNXGOGPVDGPGſVUCPFVJGTQNGQHVJGUG
stakeholders need to be analyzed.

Services like Medianet are JUSTIFIED
Services like Medianetare very much part of the business of a media organization,
and there should be no legal or ethical restriction on this. In fact, many experts do not
consider Medianet kind of services as paid news services. They consider these services are
őKPPQXCVKXGRTCEVKEGUŒHQTTWPPKPIVJGDWUKPGUU
2CKFPGYURWDNKUJGFVJTQWIJ/GFKCPGVKUJGNFLWUVKſGFQPVJGHQNNQYKPIITQWPF
a. 2CKFſNORTQOQVKQPUGVEEQPVTKDWVGVQTGXGPWGIGPGTCVKQPCPFVJG[CRRGCTQP
feature pages, not the main ones meant for news.
b. A company has a right to advertise and media organizations enjoy freedom to
publish.
c. All such transactions are transparent.
Such services are necessary for survival of and support to business. It is, in fact,
these services which have saved the newspapers in India from dying. There has been a
demand to put restrictions on such services, but the government has not moved for two
reasons; one, to maintain competition in the market, and two, to use media as platforms
for dissemination.
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Services like Medianet are NOT JUSTIFIED
Medianetis a service that has not been allowed by journalistic laws and ethics; it has
ITQYPDGECWUGQHKPGHſEKGPE[QHVJGIQXGTPOGPVKPFQKPIVJGPGGFHWNHQTRWVVKPICEJGEMQP
it. Either the media could have controlled it by exercising restrain through self-regulation,
or the government should have set up a regulatory body to restrict this practice. But, none
of them have done anything.
While media is busy in justifying Medianet kind of service, the government is
held responsible for not taking any initiative to bring legislation in Parliament for putting a
control on such services. There is nobody to look into the interests of other stakeholders,
i.e. the readers and the viewers; though they need to be consulted during the process of any
possible legislation.

Analyzing reasons for paid news via Medianet
The greed of The Times of India is said to be responsible for collecting paid news
through Medianet. Many other newspapers have followed suit. Improper regulations and
laws are considered major factors for the increasing magnitude of this malpractice. It is
CNUQVJGTGUWNVQHRTQZKOKV[DGVYGGPOGFKCCPFRQNKVKECNN[KPƀWGPVKCNRGQRNG
Services like Medianet have grown since newspapers never disclose this fact to
the readers that they are publishing paid news. The readers hardly have any inkling about
publication of paid news through Medianet kind of services. The failure to check such
services has encouraged and motivated their practitioners.
Many experts look at Medianet kind of services and their propagation of paid news
a black spot on the profession of journalism, a profession which has always been considered
CDQXGCNNKPƀWGPEGU6JGRTCEVKEGJCUTGCEJGFVQUWEJCRCUUYJGTGSWGUVKQPUCTGDGKPI
raised about the integrity of some big media professionals.

Solution to check paid news through Medianet
The whole issue of paid news through Medianetmay be looked at from two angles
- institutional and individual. At the institutional level, media organizations should be
allowed to innovate on the business front (onus on the government). And at the individual
level, journalists should be provided professional atmosphere with good wages (onus on
the media organization).
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Media organizations offering Medianet kind of services should remain transparent
by keeping the readers informed on this issue, and by disclosing the revenue earned through
such services.

Effectiveness of self-regulation by media houses with regard to paid news
In view of the problem of paid news, there is a need felt for media regulation.
These regulations can be enforced either through an executive order or by a legislation
passed by Parliament. In case of self-regulation, either a professional body can come out
with its code of ethics or a media house can frame its own ethical rules. A media house can
even make a provision for ombudsman.

Self-regulation by a media house is an effective mechanism
It is a common perception that media delivers quality content and the editors always
CEV YKVJ C UGPUG QH UQEKCN TGURQPUKDKNKV[ 6JG OGFKC QTICPK\CVKQPU CTG KPXQNXGF KP ſGTEG
competition, and credibility is the only weapon with which they can beat their rivals. And
the credibility can be maintained and strengthened with the help of self-regulation.
Most of the experts stand with the concept of self-regulation. Since the country sans
laws against paid news, self-regulation is the best available alternative. The readers and
viewers cannot identify paid news in the crowd of news published and broadcast every day,
and so the responsibility lies on media organizations to remain transparent by adhering to
self-regulation.
Self-regulation can be enforced by a media organization either by prescribing
ethical code or through ombudsman. Many media organizations have made their ethical
codes for their journalist employees. The newspaper MINT has also implemented its ethical
code; and the most important aspect of this code is provision for disciplinary action in case
there is a violation.

External checks prove better for regulation of a media organization
Not everybody is convinced with the mechanism of self-regulation. Many scholars
feel that internal code could be part of the business plan devised by the media organization,
and so it cannot be relied upon. MINT is also referred to belonging to a media group which
has been accused of practicing paid news, and so any code of conduct propagated by MINT
KUFKHſEWNVVQDGTGNKGFWRQP
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Experts push the need of external checks on media organizations. Since paid news
JCU PQV [GV DGGP RTQRGTN[ FGſPGF QPN[ GZVGTPCN TGIWNCVKQP PQV VJG UGNHTGIWNCVKQP  ECP
work. So, an external code of conduct should be prepared and enforced in the larger
interest of the society.
In the case of internal code, there is little possibility of punishment if violation
happens. In any case, external code is better for independent decision and action.
The problem in internal code is as to who will take the action against the offender.
6JG RTQUGEWVQT ECPŏV DG VJG LWFIG (WTVJGT VJG 1ODWFUOCP NCEMU CWVQPQO[ CU YGNN CU
legal authority. So, an external mechanism is required.

Need for a media regulatory body
Internal mechanism has failed and external mechanism directly or indirectly
involving government involves risk of jeopardizing the freedom of expression. The way
out is something that has legal bindings. So, there is a need for a media regulatory body
which can be created by law.
Such a regulatory body should have provision for the participation of professionals
from varied spheres. There can be representatives from the media, the government, from
the legal fraternity, and also from the Advertising Council of India. The code of ethics can
be effectively enforced by this regulatory body.

Effectiveness of self-regulation by NBSA in keeping a check on paid news
The role of News Broadcasting Standard Authority (NBSA) and its effectiveness in
enforcing ethical code in general and putting a check on paid news in particular is again an
KUUWGQHUGNHTGIWNCVKQP5GNHTGIWNCVKQPKUEQPUKFGTGFQHITGCVUKIPKſECPEGPQVQPN[KPRTKPV
but also in broadcast media. Its importance can be understood in the light of the assertion
“Either you commit an offence, or you self-regulate yourself so as to avert committing an
offence”.
The whole idea of self-regulation relies on self-discipline. Self-regulation cannot
work in a society that lacks self-discipline. Then, there is not so much discussed aspect
QHUGNHTGIWNCVKQPYJKEJKUőVJGTGKUPQDQF[VQCWFKVYJCV[QWCTGUC[KPIWPNGUUVJGTGKUC
complaint”. Regulation does not mean that everybody has to sit and decide what content
IQGUQPCKTVJCVKUGFKVQTŏULQDVJCVKUQRGTCVKQPCNUGNHTGIWNCVKQP$WVCVTGIWNCVKQPVJGTG
should be a body watching news and making sure that you are working within the accepted
norm of news media, while also addressing complaints.
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Self-regulation by NBSA has proved ineffective
NBSA does not have any power what to say of punitive powers. Nobody listens
to it and its directions and rulings are not followed. NBSA does not have enforcement
authority since it sans legal sanction. Though the body has prescribed codes and guidelines
for broadcast, it does not have clarity on the measures for putting a check on paid news.
0$5#KUCŎNQQUGN[JGNFDQF[ŏYJKEJQPN[JQNFUOGGVKPIUYKVJQWVVTCPUCEVKPICP[
UGTKQWUDWUKPGUU)KXGPVJGKTRTQſNGVJG0$5#OGODGTUFQPQVUGGOVTWUVYQTVJ[0$5#
has failed in the current commercial scenario, since TRP driven channels hardly pay heed
to its guidelines and directives.
Self- regulation is good to some extent but when all the people involved are the
interested parties in doing the wrong, their working cannot be believed. The same has
happened with NBSA.

Self-regulation by NBSA having failed what is the solution?
NBSA has failed to deliver much; though some believe that it has left some impact.
It is suggested that this body can be made effective by developing consensus on important
KUUWGU$WVVJGOCLQTKV[QHGZRGTVUſPFUQOGHWPFCOGPVCNRTQDNGOUYKVJ0$5#
6JGTGKUCRTKPEKRNGQHPCVWTCNLWUVKEGő;QWUJQWNFPQVDGVJGLWFIGKP[QWTQYP
cause”. The stakeholders themselves cannot be the judge. Media must be judged by
independent persons coming from judiciary, technology as well as eminent persons from
the society. They should be given the powers to make the judgment instead of media doing
self-judgment.
There is need to set up an external regulatory body for transparency. This body
can be created by law at the initiative of the government, while taking the media along in
this move. Such a regulatory body should have representative composition comprising all
media sectors including print, broadcast and advertising, in addition to representation from
judiciary and legislature.

Effectiveness of EMMC in putting a check on paid news
Electronic Media Monitoring Centre (EMMC) is a body under the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting for tracking the ethical violation, and recommending action
against the violator. The action is then to be taken by the Ministry. Paid news is not part of
the ethical norms set by EMMC, though it might be interpreted as included in these norms.
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EMMC has failed in checking paid news
EMMC is repository of media content, but it has a limited role to play. It functions
as a regulator but the powers vest with the government. The involvement of the government,
in fact, makes the regulatory system weak. There is a common view that the government
cannot be trusted upon. And if the government accumulates excessive powers in the
regulatory process, it can adversely affect the entire system.
The experts feel that EMMC is not a regulator, it is a monitor. It is monitoring to
manage the damage. It lacks proper guidelines and framework to function in an effective
manner. There is also no system of prosecution in this mechanism. So, it has evidently
failed in checking the practice of paid news.
EMMC is little known to people since it has not taken any substantial decision by
now. Reference may be made to Uma Khurana case where a sting operation was conducted
on a school teacher. It was covered on Janmat (now Live India) news channel; the fall out
of the sting was even covered live. The Ministry of I&B banned the channel only for few
days but no strict action was taken against it.
The role of EMMC is limited to making recommendations to the Ministry of
I& B, following which the Ministry sends advisories to media. These advisories are not
mandatory, and media organizations do not take them seriously. Then, the Ministry is said
to have its own agenda which it tries to enforce in the process.

EMMC has made serious efforts in checking paid news
The monitoring mechanism set in motion by EMMC is welcome but effectiveness
of execution is questioned. Violations can be detected, substantiated and action can be
initiated, but the impact remains ineffective. However, some scholars are of the view that
EMMC has been making serious efforts in putting a check on the menace of paid news at
its own level.

Suggestions for improvement in the system
Reduce involvement of government in regulation
Most of the experts are against direct or indirect involvement of the government
in keeping a check on media. The government may be partisan and stringent, thereby
adversely affecting the regulatory framework.
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Keep a check on promoters
However, it is felt that the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting should create
CNGXGNRNC[KPIſGNFUQVJCVRGQRNGYKVJXGUVGFKPVGTGUVUCPFUJCF[EJCTCEVGTUFQPQVVWTPVQ
be media promoters. This can be an effective check on paid news.

Set up an independent regulator
There is need of a truly independent regulatory body for transparent and democratic
regulation for bringing sense and order in media. Only an effective regulator can check the
malpractices of paid news. It is believed that people with judicial background should be
involved in regulation so as to put an independent check on media.

Encourage self-regulation by media
The mechanism of EMMC can prove effective only when journalists follow ethics.
There is a viewpoint that the State should not be allowed to control the media; and the
private players of media should draw their Lakshmanrekha themselves.

/CMGEGTVKſECVKQPPGEGUUCT[HQTRTCEVKEG
6JGTGECPDGOQTCNKV[EGTVKſECVKQPQHCLQWTPCNKUVDGHQTGJGUJGDGIKPUYQTMKPIKP
the media. This must be ensured that a prospective journalist is properly trained to abide
by the culture and ethics of the profession before he/she is allowed to voice his/her opinion
through any medium.

Role of PCI in checking the practice of paid news
Press Council of India (PCI) is a body created by law to help the newspapers in the
maintenance of professional standards. It keeps an ethical control on newspapers and other
periodicals, but does not enjoy punitive powers. The unique status of PCI and the functions
undertaken by it invite more criticism and less appreciation.

PCI acts as watchdog
# UGEVKQP QH UEJQNCTU DGNKGXG VJCV VJG 2%+ JCU EQPVTKDWVGF UKIPKſECPVN[ CU C
ŎYCVEJFQIŏ&GURKVGNKOKVCVKQPUKVJCUDGGPGHHGEVKXGVQCITGCVGZVGPV+VECPCNYC[UDWKNF
moral pressure on the newspapers by getting statements published against wrongdoers in
their columns.
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It has helped in raising issues that seek cognizance of authorities as well as people.

PCI considered a toothless tiger
PCI is considered a toothless tiger by the majority of experts who feel that it
remains a mute spectator to most of the violations by the press. So, most of the scholars
plead for more powers and independence for this body.

Suggestions for strengthening PCI
Ŗ PCI should be given the power of cancelling the registration of the publication,
and/or suspending the defaulters/wrong doers.
Ŗ PCI should be restructured by making its composition more broad based. The
members should be picked up from different backgrounds, other than media.
Ŗ PCI should be reconstituted by putting print, television and internet in its ambit.
Ŗ The role of PCI should be changed to that of a regulator so as to keep an
effective control on media.

Role of PCI regarding paid news
PCI has handled the issue of paid news though it has not succeeded in curbing this
malpractice. The issue has been dealt with by the Election Commission more effectively.
Referring to the favorable coverage given to Maharashtra CM Ashok Chavan by the regional
press during 2009 Elections, it was Election Commission and not the Press Council that
issued guidelines against this practice.
Following the Maharashtra case the PCI constituted committees for investigation,
and issued guidelines to curb the practice of paid news. But, it has not yet been able to
enforce these guidelines.

Suggestions to enable PCI to check paid news
To enhance the role of PCI in the area of paid news the following suggestion are
given.
Ŗ Press Council of India Act should be amended to bring paid news in the ambit
of PCI.
Ŗ PCI should be empowered to monitor the media content, particularly in view
of changing commercial practices.
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Ŗ PCI should also look into the wages and working conditions of journalists.
Simply issuing guidelines or prescribing codes if the journalists remain low
paid.

How to check paid news if payment is made in cash and no record maintained
6QRWVCEJGEMQPRCKFPGYUKUFKHſEWNVKHRC[OGPVKUOCFGKPECUJCPFPQTGEQTF
KUOCKPVCKPGF+VKUGSWCNN[FKHſEWNVGXGPKHVJGRC[OGPVKUPQVOCFGKPECUJ$CUGFQPVJG
opinion of the experts, paid news can be of two types.

Types of paid news based on nature of transactions
1. Where the payment is made in cash with no mention in the account books. Such
kind of cash transactions carries an element of suspicion since it involves black
money at the both the ends. These transactions are illegal and criminal.
2. Where the transactions are not done in cash. These are even shown in account
books under the category of felicitation fees etc. Even this is a corrupt practice
and can be termed as illegal.

More methods to check paid news
Paid news is a criminal offence and the law should prescribe severe punishment for
this. However, some scholars are skeptical about the outcome of any such law, since they
believe that the punitive system in India is corrupt.
.QQMKPICVVJGRTGUGPVUKVWCVKQPKP+PFKCKVKUFKHſEWNVVQGUVCDNKUJVJGEQOOKVOGPV
of offence in paid news. It can be established only with the help of circumstantial evidence.
It may be noted that in the massive campaign during 2009 elections, paid news charges
could be established only on the basis of circumstantial evidences.
Enforce a law:+PCP[ECUGCNCYKUTGSWKTGFHQTCPGHHGEVKXGEQPVTQN+PVQFC[ŏU
corporate culture, media tends to be corrupt, and so legislation has to be there. The
government is required to put up a mechanism in place for enforcement following the
legislation.
Paid news offences are mostly committed at the institutional level. So, there is a
need to keep a close watch on bank account of media institutions, particularly during the
time of election.
Individual journalists may also be involved in paid news.
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Promote self-regulation: Paid news offences may also be committed by individual
journalists. At the individual level, it can be self-regulatory.
Thus, both legal and ethical measures are required to check the problem of paid
news.

Whether registration of publication should be cancelled if evidence of paid news
is found
Opinions are divided on the issue of cancellation of registration of a publication in
case it is found involved in paid news. Majority of experts are not convinced with this kind
of solution suggested by U P Journalists Association as they wary about misuse of such a
provision by rival publications and other vested interests.

Registration should be cancelled
Many scholars believe that cancellation of registration can put a check on paid
PGYU$WVYJCVUJQWNFDGVJGTKIJVEQWTUGQHCEVKQP!%CPEGNNCVKQPſTUVCPFRTQDGNCVGTQT
RTQDGſTUVCPFECPEGNNCVKQPNCVGT!+PCP[ECUGECPEGNNCVKQPQHTGIKUVTCVKQPECPEJGEMHWTVJGT
mischief by that organization.

Registration should not be cancelled
Such a provision cannot be successful in curbing the practice of paid news because
it will be enforced only on those whose fault is proved, the others would escape and
continue practicing it. Also, it is not easy to prove the fault.
Most of the scholars feel that cancellation of registration is a harsh step, and does
not seem a practical solution. The motive of punishment should be to bring change, and
not to kill the organization. It can be the last step, that too for serial offenders (means if an
organization repeats it 3 or 4 times).

What is the solution then?
Legal measures: The government should initiate a law on the issue of paid news. The
issue should be debated in Parliament so as to ensure an effective law with the provision of
investigating bodies. Only a strict law can help avoiding creeps entering into the profession.
6JG NCY UJQWNF ENGCTN[ FGſPG RCKF PGYU C ETKOG YKVJ UVTQPI RTQXKUKQPU NKMG 
years of imprisonment as in any other case of corruption.
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Ethical measures
There is a need for professional bodies to act as pressure groups. Media organizations
should be under pressure not to resort to paid news in the larger interest of the society and
the profession.

9JGVJGT5GEVKQPQH4GRTGUGPVCVKQPQHVJG2GQRNG#EVUJQWNFDGCOGPFGF
so as to make paid news a punishable offence?
Most of the experts feel that section 123 of the Representation of the People Act
1951should be suitably amended so as to declare any payment for the publication of news
a corrupt practice. Though, some experts differ with this view point.

RPA should be amended to include paid news as offence
There is almost a consensus on making paid news a punishable offence. The
common view is that paid news should be made a criminal act, and people involved in this
practice should be treated as the ones involved in corrupt acts.
Proposed provisions in the amended law: The code prescribed by the Election
Commission on paid news should be included in the amended law. Anything that comes in
between free and fair elections should be made a criminal offence under the law. Even if
the evidence is circumstantial, the wrong doers should be punished.
Proposed punishment in the amended law: The provisions of punishment should
include the following.
Ŗ Punishment should be for both, one who is paying and the other who is receiving
Ŗ All modes of payment should be covered, whether in cash or kind.
Ŗ News organizations, as also the individuals must be brought in the ambit of
law.
Need of strict provisions: It is apprehended that any liberal approach towards
amendment would help in capturing only the blatant paid news cases. There is a need to
have clear and strict provisions so as even to capture the more subtle paid news incidents.
Need to remove apprehensions: Those who support law on paid news have their
apprehensions. One, the law can work to a certain extent; still there will be scope for corrupt
practices. Two, amending law is a long and tedious job in our parliamentary democracy.
Three, any amendment in law requires political will which the leaders lack.
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So, there is a need to remove apprehensions.
Amendment in RPA on paid news is not required
In Representation of the People Act, there is already a provision of supervisor to
keep an eye on the expenditure of the candidates; there is no need of brining an amendment
for including paid news. Moreover, there are many laws already in existence, which if
implemented properly, can curb paid news. So, the need is to execute the existing laws and
not to push for an amendment.

Final suggestion
There is a lone but innovative suggestion. It is suggested that the Press Council
of Indiashould be given thepowers to monitor implementation on the provisions of the
amendment Representation of People Act. The council can do this through its branches,
representatives or committees of senior journalists at different levels.

9JGVJGTNGIKUNCVKQPDGRCUUGFHQTFKUSWCNKſECVKQPQHECPFKFCVGUQTPQV
The present Chief Election Commissioner (CEC) Mr S V Sampat has suggested
VJCVVJGECPFKFCVGUHQWPFKPXQNXGFKPRCKFPGYUUJQWNFDGFKUSWCNKſGFCPFCNCYUJQWNFDG
passed in Parliament to this effect. The majority of experts support this suggestion while
QVJGTUſPFVJKUKFGCPQVYQTMCDNG
6JG %'% DGNKGXGU VJCV C NGIKUNCVKQP RTGUETKDKPI FKUSWCNKſECVKQPU HQT ECPFKFCVGU
involved in paid news can give enough powers to the Election Commission for regulating
political parties and the candidates. However, there is a general belief that the politicians
lack the will to make such a law. So, two steps need to be taken. One, the Election
Commission should persuade the government to initiate a law in this regard. Two, social
pressure should be built on parliamentarians, particularly belonging to big parties to make
sure that such a bill is passed.

Proposed provisions in the legislation
In the proposed legislation, the following provisions should be included.
Ŗ The practice of paid news must be put under unfair electoral practices. This
will result in giving a level play to the candidates along with strengthening the
free and fair polls.
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Ŗ The violation of the model code of conduct as prescribed by the Election
Commission should be made a criminal offence, and appropriate action should
be initiated against the offender.
Ŗ The politicians involved in paid news should be debarred from contesting
elections, even for a longer period depending on the extent of the offence.
Ŗ The tainted journalists should also be restricted from pursuing the profession.
Ŗ Election Commission should be given powers to investigate the cases of paid
news and pronounce punishment to offenders.
Ŗ Election Commission should be given powers to prosecute anybody under
criminal laws.
Ŗ The offence committed under this Act should be made non-bailable. On
commitment of the offence, the candidate, the political party and/ or the media
person should be sent to jail.

No new legislation required, enforce existing laws
The focus should be on more effective enforcement and implementation of the
existing laws instead of making the new ones. Some experts feel that the idea of bringing a
new legislation will not work.

What the proposed law cannot handle
The proposed law will have its limitations and so will not be effective.
Ŗ Paid news transactions or dealings cannot be tracked as they are not done in
bank accounts or open agreements.
Ŗ Not only politicians, media is also responsible for paid news. But, keeping
OGFKCWPFGTVJGRTQRQUGFNCYYKNNDGVQQFKHſEWNV
Ŗ %QPFWEVKPIKPXGUVKICVKQPCPFVCMKPICEVKQPCTGLQDUVQQFKHſEWNVVQDGJCPFNGF
by the Election Commission.

Final Suggestions
Simply regulating the political parties and the candidates will not work. Efforts
should be made to regulate the media since it misuse its freedom of speech and expression.
Punishing the publisher will make more impact than punishing a political party.
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Suggestions for keeping an effective check on paid news across media platforms
The following suggestions have been given by the experts on the issue of paid news.
Ŗ Legitimize paid news: Paid news should be legitimized. There should be
greater transparency over the money that the media houses have collected from
individuals.
Ŗ Enact a comprehensive law: There is need of bringing a comprehensive law on
paid news with clear provisions of violations and punishment.
Ŗ Hold deliberations with stakeholders: Structured deliberations should be held
involving various stakeholders like viewer, reader, civil society, and members
of parliament and state legislatures with a base document with diagnosis and
cure of paid news.
Ŗ Put stricter laws in place: There must be stricter laws for awarding punishment
to the offenders of paid news.
Ŗ Make a tribunal for disputes: A tribunal should be made involving professionals
from all spheres for deciding cases related to paid news.
Ŗ Thrust on ethics, not on law: No legislation is going to help; merely creating
an Act is not the solution. Nobody can force right conduct down your throat.
More emphasis should be on ethics.
Ŗ Promote self-regulation5GNHTGIWNCVKQPPGGFUVQDGRTQOQVGF'FKVQTUŏ)WKNF
All India Newspapers Association and other such bodies, should meet, discuss
and deliberate on the relevant issues and form guidelines for paid news. These
guidelines can work as deterrent for the people who are falling out of line.
Ŗ Code of conduct by news organizations: Code of conduct should be prescribed
by every news organization so as to maintain ethical standards internally.
Ŗ Resolve of journalist important: Paid news is an ethical issue. If a journalist
takes a resolve that he/she will not promote any one political party, it will
work. A journalist has to be objective.
Ŗ Introduce system of ethical evaluation: We need a strong system for ethical
evaluation or monitoring for the journalists. In the news media sector, the
whole system needs to be changed.
Ŗ Find ways to self-sustenance: The production cost of a newspaper is too high;
CPFVJGTGCFGTUJKRſIWTGUCTGVQQNQY'XGPHWPFKPIHTQOVJGIQXGTPOGPVYKNN
not do as it will turn newspapers into mouth pieces of the government. The
RQNKE[OCMGTUCPFUEJQNCTUJCXGVQUKVVQIGVJGTHQTſPFKPIQWVVJGUQWTEGUQH
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funding, so that newspapers can be made self-sustained and independent.
Ŗ Introduce media literacy: Media literacy should be introduced in schools from
the 10th standard itself. This will give the students an insight about the working
of media.

Conclusion
%QPUKFGTKPILQWTPCNKUOCURWDNKEUGTXKEGŎRWDNKEŏQEEWRKGUVJGOQUVKORQTVCPVTQNG
in the whole process of reporting, editing and presenting news. Practices like paid news
hinder the right of public to get accurate and complete information. This malpractice needs
to be dealt with at the root level. Policy makers need to play an active role by working
out more sources of income for newspaper industry, especially for individual journalists.
Another need is to make changes in the criminal law thereby making this malpractice a
criminal offence for any political leader, corporate, journalist or any other found involved
in it. Expanding the area of regulation by Press Council of India to include electronic
media under it along with giving it punitive powers would act as deterrent. But more than
policy or law, the self-control and ethics of different stakeholders- individual as well as
organizations, is the ultimate determining factor for checking paid news.
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